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NIGHTSTICK® XTREME LUMENS LINE GETS ANOTHER ADDITION
NSR-9920XL Joins Dual-Light Line of Products

Following overwhelming response to last week’s unveiling of two new Xtreme Lumens (XL) DualTM
Light products, Bayco Products, Inc. today announced another professional lighting solution in
its NIGHTSTICK® portfolio. The NSR-9920XL Polymer Multi-Function Rechargeable Dual-Light
w/Magnet joins the duty/personal-size family of XL Dual-Lights, known for delivering outstanding
performance, durability, reliability, and brightness that goes far beyond the industry standard.
The NSR-9920XL, like the NSR-9924XL and NSR-9944XL, is powered by a CREE® LED with 650
lumens output. When paired with a high-efficiency, deep parabolic reflector designed for distance
illumination, the result is a beam distance of 275 meters (over 902 feet). The flashlight can be used
independently or in tandem with the 600 lumen unfocused floodlight (achieves 650 lumens when used in
tandem). The flashlight body switch provides momentary or constant-on functionality, along with the
ability to choose from a number of brightness settings—high, medium, low, as well as a disorienting
strobe—offering as much visibility, safety, and security as needed.
Not only does the NSR-9900XL family of products provide unmatched lighting solutions in the
duty/personal-size category, but it also carries the NIGHTSTICK performance commitment to offer such
functionality with reliability and durability. Like its fellow XL products, the NSR-9920XL has an IP-X7
waterproof rating, is serialized for personal identification, and is powered by a lithium-ion rechargeable
battery, eliminating the need to replace bulbs or batteries. The NSR-9920XL, however, distinguishes itself
from its family members with its construction of high-visibility red glass-filled nylon polymer housing and
integrated powerful tail-cap magnet in the base.
“Our NIGHTSTICK brand is eliminating the status-quo industry misconception that routine flashlight
maintenance is required,” says Russell Hoppe, NIGHTSTICK Marketing Manager. “By using LED
technology instead of bulbs, and including industry-leading rechargeable lithium-ion technology as
standard equipment on the NSR-9920XL, users get a better quality product at a lower price. With the
addition of a powerful magnet built into the tail-cap, the NSR-9920XL delivers 6 unique user-selectable
lighting options in one completely hands-free product. This makes the NSR-9920XL the most versatile
and affordable rechargeable dual-light, period.”
Included with the NSR-9920XL is the lithium-ion rechargeable battery, charger, AC & DC power supplies,
and the anti-roll ring standard.

To find a retailer near you, visit: http://www.baycoproducts.com/where-to-buy
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Designed and manufactured by Bayco Products, Inc., NIGHTSTICK is a global brand of professional
lighting products, including flashlights, headlamps and Intrinsically Safe lighting solutions that continue to
exceed industry standards in performance, quality, user-safety, and value. NIGHTSTICK’s vast line-up of
LED lighting products deliver optimal performance with real-world applications in mind. With an
unwavering commitment to product quality and exceptional Customer Service, NIGHTSTICK is the
TM
professional’s only choice. Life Depends On Light .
ABOUT BAYCO PRODUCTS, INC.
For 30 years, Bayco Products’ vast array of portable and corded lighting products, have been the
preferred choice of professionals and discriminating consumers. In its 110,000 square foot facility, located
in the Dallas, TX area, Bayco’s dedicated engineering team continually seeks out innovative new product
solutions that provide exceptional day-to-day utility and help maximize user safety. The NIGHTSTICK and
BAYCO brands are established and recognized world-wide as high-performance, high-quality, and highvalue lighting solutions across virtually every industry.
Find us on social media: Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Pinterest, and YouTube.
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